You should adapt this letter as necessary and send it out on your own letterhead.

CONTACT NAME
ADDRESS

Dear CONTACT NAME:

I am writing to request your permission to use NAME OF IMAGE AND ARTIST in SPECIFY B&W OR COLOR in a book tentatively entitled WORKING TITLE which I expect to be published by the University of Texas Press in PUBLICATION YEAR. I would like to include it as an illustration in the interior of the book.

I request a nonexclusive permission to publish the image in the original and all subsequent editions and printings of my book, in print and digital formats, and in all foreign language translations published by the University of Texas Press or its licensees. I also request permission to use it in all promotional materials and advertising connected with my book.

Unless you indicate otherwise, I shall use the following credit line:
IMAGE NAME by ARTIST © COPYRIGHT HOLDER NAME (If applicable). Courtesy of USE PERMISSION GRANTER.

Please indicate your agreement by signing and returning a copy of this letter to me.

Sincerely yours,

YOUR NAME

___________________________________________________________________

I hereby grant nonexclusive permission to [author’s name] to publish the stipulated photograph in his/her book under the terms given above.

Signature:_________________________________ Date:_____________________________